
Contextualizing the Kongzi of the “Kongzi Shilun” !"#$1

Mick Hunter

The “Sweet Pear-Tree” paradox

The authorship question has dogged the analysis of the “Kongzi Shilun”!"#$ (“Confucius

on the Odes”; hereafter “Shilun”) since its introduction to the scholarly world by Ma Chengyuan

%&' in August 2000.2 By now a rough consensus has emerged that Kongzi !" himself

could not have been the author of the text because most scholars agree that Kongzi’s statements

(prefaced by the standard Kongzi yue!"( marker) are incorporated into a larger treatment of

the Shi # by some unnamed author. A number of theories have been advanced to explain the

text’s origin, with some attributing it to one of Kongzi’s disciples, typically Zixia") or Zigao

"*, and others to an anonymous ru+ master or disciple of Kongzi in the third or fourth gener-

ation.3 But no matter what the theory, the figure of Kongzi has loomed large over this debate, for

a majority of scholars continue to interpret the “Shilun” author’s decision to quote Kongzi as evi-

dence of a close affiliation with, and even strict ideological adherence to, a Kongzi “school of

1. This paper was prepared for the International Symposium on Excavated Manuscripts and the

Interpretation of the Book of Odes to be held at the University of Chicago on September 12–13, 2009.

Many thanks to to the organizer of the conference, Pham Leemoi, as well as to Martin Kern for his

encouragement and many insightful comments.

2. The bamboo slip bundles of which the “Shilun” was one part were purchased by the Shanghai

Museum on the Hong Kong antiquities market in 1994. The Shanghai Museum published the first

reconstruction of the “Shilun” in 2001 under the direction of Ma Chengyuan. See Shanghai bowuguan

cang Zhanguo Chu zhushu 2001, vol. 1.

3. See Chen Tongsheng 2004, chap. 2, for a thorough and insightful discussion of the strengths and

weaknesses of these various theories.
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thought” (jia , or xuepai -.).4 Worked out to its logical conclusion, this single assumption

sustains several corollary views, e.g., that the “Shilun” author must have adapted these Kongzi

statements from “records” (jilu/0) of Kongzi’s teachings that were created and maintained by

generations of devoted disciples, or that the author himself must have been one of Kongzi’s fa-

mous disciples.5 Applied to the Lunyu$1, this same logic guarantees that text’s privileged sta-

tus as “the most reliable source for the study of Kongzi’s teachings” (23!"-456789

:),6 with the result that the Lunyu has come to dominate efforts to contextualize Kongzi’s state-

ments in the “Shilun.” The Lunyu is appealed to not just as a basis of comparison for Kongzi’s

various Shi teachings, but also to reinforce the very assumptions that justify scholars’ “Shilun”

methodology, e.g., when Lunyu 7.1 is cited as a “commandment” (jielü;<) for Kongzi’s disci-

ples to faithfully transmit their master’s teachings,7 or when Zizhang’s"= act of writing down

Kongzi’s words on his sash at Lunyu 15.6 is taken as evidence that Kongzi’s words were actually

recorded.8 As much as any controversy facing the field today, the question of the origin of the

“Shilun” (as well as other excavated manuscripts that quote Kongzi) foregrounds an individual

4. For example, Liu Xinfang (2002, p. 3) articulates this assumption on the very first page of his Kongzi

shilun shuxue. For additional examples, see the opinions of Ma Chengyuan, Li Xueqin, and Chen Li

quoted by Liu on p. 287.

5. For an example of this view, see Xing Wen’s (2008, pp. 5–7) introduction to the controversies

surrounding the “Shilun.” Not once does he raise the possibility that the author may not have been one of

Kongzi’s disciples.

6. Chen Tongsheng 2004, p. 62.

7. Liu Xinfang 2002, p. 4.

8. Chen Tongsheng 2004, p. 51.
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scholar’s views of Kongzi, his teachings, and the texts that serve as sources for those teachings.

Regardless of one’s stake in these debates, a critical examination of these views is crucial to un-

derstanding the place of the “Shilun” in Warring States intellectual history.

My own perspective on Kongzi is informed by my research into the corpus of Kongzi

sayings in received and excavated texts from the pre-imperial and early imperial periods.9 The

picture that emerges from this research challenges the dominant narrative of the evolution of the

Lunyu and the transmission of Kongzi’s teachings generally. Taking a bird’s-eye view of early

textual traditions, one observes that the corpus of Kongzi sayings is marked by severe attribution

confusion (e.g., attributing the same saying to Kongzi in one text but his disciple or another mas-

ter in another), shifting speech contexts, and an extremely high degree of variation, if not out-

right improvisation. Moreover, the lack of overlap in sayings attributed to Kongzi in early West-

ern Han and pre-Han texts undermines the claim that the Lunyu, a proto-Lunyu, or some other

collection of Kongzi sayings enjoyed widespread acceptance as the sage’s authentic teachings

before the second half of the Western Han. Not until the latter half of the Western Han did the

range of variation in Kongzi quotations begin to narrow as the Lunyu gained currency in elite cir-

cles.10 By the first century of the Eastern Han, authors who quoted Kongzi tended to quote the

Lunyu. These observations lend credence to the argument advanced by John Makeham, Mark

9. I would be happy to distribute my dissertation prospectus to anyone who might be interested in

reading a more detailed version of these arguments.

10. See Csikszentmihalyi 2002, pp. 144–149, for a discussion of the use of the Lunyu by Western Han

elites.
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Csikszentmihalyi, and Zhu Weizheng that the Lunyu did not exist before the Western Han,11 and

the high degree of attribution confusion in sayings associated with Kongzi’s disciples also chal-

lenges the notion that Kongzi’s teachings were filtered and transmitted through clearly defined

disciple lineages. Needless to say, this perspective necessitates a far more skeptical approach to

the Lunyu and to other Han dynasty efforts (most notably, Sima Qian’s >%? “Kongzi shijia”

!"@, and “Zhongni dizi liezhuan”ABC"DE and Ban Gu’sFG “Yiwen zhi”HIJ)

to canonize, systematize, and rationalize Kongzi material inherited from the Warring States peri-

od. Above all, it is an approach that steers clear of questions of authenticity and original author-

ship and instead seeks to understand the form and function of a Kongzi comment within its own

context.12 

The “Shilun” happens to provide a wonderful case study for the kinds of problems one

typically encounters within the corpus of pre-Han Kongzi sayings. Consider the following com-

ments on the “Gan tang” KL (“Sweet Pear-Tree”) ode:

strip #15: “Gan tang” longs for the man and respects and cares for his tree. Its protection is 

profound. The care of “Gan tang” is due to the Duke of Shao.

MKLNOPQRSTUVWSXYSZ[\YMKLN]WU^_`O]abY13

11. See Zhu Weizheng 1986, Makeham 1996, and Csikszentmihalyi 2002.

12. In his refutation of the idea that Kongzi edited or authored the Six Classics, Chen Tongsheng (2004,

p. 60) also warns against taking every instance of Kongzi yue as an authentic record of Kongzi’s

teachings.

13. I follow Huang Huaixin’s reconstruction of the “Shilun” except where noted. In this line, I prefer Z
where Huang Huaixin hasc, but choosing between these alternatives is no easy matter. As I read it, the

more obvious interpretation is that the “protection” or “care” shown for the sweet pear-tree in the ode

(“Do not lop it or knock it”dedf) mirrors the “protection” the Duke of Shao showed to his people.

On the other hand, that mirroring is also a good example of “reciprocity” (bao Z). A third possibility is
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strip #24: “[Kongzi said,...]‘In “Gan tang” I obtain14 respect for the ancestral temple. People’s 

nature was ever thus: when they greatly esteem the man they invariably respect his position; 

when they delight in the man they are invariably fond of his actions. When they hate the man 

it is also thus [i.e., they disrespect his position and dislike his actions].”

[!"(g...]h^ijkMKLNUlmn]VYopGqgrsSTUtVSuvw
STUtxSyzY{ST|}qY

Focusing on the two underlined eight-character lines from strips #15 and #24, these lines’ paral-

lel structure (XSTUVSY), parallel meaning (“long for” si P versus “esteem” gui s; “re-

spect and care for” jing aiVW versus “respect” jingV; and “tree” shuX versus its metaphori-

cal extension “[official] position” wei u ),15 and joint association with the “Gan tang” ode

strongly suggest that they are two different versions of a single saying. Yet there is one crucial

difference between these passages: the latter (#24) appears in a section prefaced by “Kongzi

said” (Kongzi yue !"( ) but the former (#15) does not. The “Shilun” author’s decision to

attribute one of these versions to Kongzi but not the other gives rise to what I shall refer to as

“the ‘Sweet Pear-Tree’ paradox.” If the version from strip #24 derives from some record of

Kongzi’s teachings, then what of the saying from strip #15? If it also belongs to a tradition that

stretches back to Kongzi, then why is it not attributed? Conversely, if strip #15 is rightly unat-

tributed, then what about the strip #24 version warrants its attribution to Kongzi?

that the word *pû! (reconstructed in Schuessler 2007) was intended as a pun to invoke both meanings. 

14. I prefer to translate de l as ambiguously as possible given its ambiguity in the original. The

substitution of jian~ (“see”) for del in later texts (see p. 6 below) suggests one possible interpretation,

but “obtain” leaves open the possibility that one can perceive, understand, or even experience this respect

for oneself by learning the Shi.

15. See p. 11 below for a more detailed discussion of the relationship between shu X and wei u.
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Unfortunately, an examination of this saying’s parallels in the received literature yields

no simple solutions.16 Two texts from the Han period or later, the Shuiyuan4� and Kongzi ji-

ayu!",1, attribute versions of the saying to Kongzi as a comment on “Gan tang.”17 Howev-

er, discrepancies between and within these texts muddy the waters even further:

Shuiyuan (Sibu congkan [hereafter SBCK] 5/1b): Kongzi said, “In ‘Gan tang’ I see respect for 

the ancestral temple. When there is great reverence for the man there is respect for his 

position.”

!"(g�hjMKLNU~mn]VbYr�STUtVSuY�18

Kongzi jiayu (SBCK 2/18a; ICS 10.4): Kongzi said, “In ‘Gan tang’ I see that the respect for the 

ancestral temple is great indeed. Longing for the man one invariably cares for his tree; 

revering the man one invariably respects his position. This is the Way.”

!"(g�hjMKLNU~mn]Vbr\YPSTUtWSXv�STUtVS
uU�bY�

Kongzi jiayu (SBCK 8/5b; ICS 34.2): Kongzi said [responding to a question from Zigao], 

“...The Ode says: ‘Young and tender is this Sweet Pear-Tree-tree/ Do not lop it or knock it/ 

For the Duke of Shao took shelter under it.’ The attitude of the Zhou people towards the Duke 

of Shao was to care for the man and to respect even the tree where he stayed...”19

!"(g����M#N�g���KLUdedfY_�y��Y�T]j_`bUWS
TU�VSy�]XY����

16. For a far more thorough collection of references to “Gan tang” in the early literature, see Zhu

Yuanqing 2002.

17. The Shuiyuan’s dating is far less problematic than the Kongzi jiayu’s because of its association with

Liu Xiang �� (79–8 BCE). For the dating of the Kongzi jiayu, see Robert Kramers’ discussion in

Loewe 1994, pp. 258–262.

18. The comparison with the Kongzi jiayu version below led the ICS (5.1/31/25) and Shuiyuan shuzheng

(9.105) editors to add eight additional characters to this passage: “In ‘Gan tang’ I see that respect for the

ancestral temple {is great indeed. Longing for the man one loves his tree;} revering the man one respects

his position” (hjMKLNU~mn]VbYrO\UPSTUtWSXUQ�STUtVS
uY ). However, this emendation is not based on any other evidence and the unaltered passage reads

perfectly fine as is.

19. For these Shi translations see Waley 1996.
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Confusingly, the SBCK Shuiyuan passage seems to quote a close variation of strip #24, the sec-

ond Kongzi jiayu passage a variation of strip #15, and the first Kongzi jiayu passage includes

both “Shilun” versions in sequence. Although Liu Xiang’s �� handling of the “Gan tang”

comment seems to corroborate the “Shilun” author’s decision to credit Kongzi with the strip #24

version, the Shuiyuan reveals nothing about the status of the strip #15 version in Liu Xiang’s

time. But the Kongzi jiayu compilers did have a ready solution to the “Sweet Pear-Tree” para-

dox: Kongzi was responsible for the strip #15 version, the strip #24 version, their association

with “Gan tang,” and even their linkage in a sequence which has no precedent in the “Shilun.”

But this solution is unsatisfactory on three counts. First, the Shuiyuan and probably also

the Kongzi jiayu postdate the “Shilun” by centuries and should not be taken as reliable sources

for pre-Han realities. Second, even if the Kongzi jiayu compilers were willing to credit Kongzi

with every variation of the saying in question, that still does not explain the “Shilun” author’s

unwillingness to do the same. Third, the Kongzi jiayu solution is not endorsed by any other ex-

tant text. If the Shuiyuan validates the “Shilun” author’s handling of strip #24, the Zuozhuan �

�, the only other pre-Han text to make use of either “Gan tang” comment, validates the “Shilun”

author’s handling of strip #15. There it is the anonymous “noble man” (junzi �" )20 who ap-

peals to a “Gan tang” couplet and a close variant of strip #15 to castigate Si Chuan�� (a.k.a.

20. Chen Tongsheng (2004, p. 68) argues that the junzi here must be Zhongni AB based on the

comparison with the Shuiyuan. However, I accept Eric Henry’s argument (1999) that Kongzi and the

junzi are two distinct voices in the Zuozhuan.
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Ziran "q ), a prime minister of Zheng � who executed Deng Xi �� for formulating new

laws on his own initiative only to later adopt Deng Xi’s proposals: 

...The Ode says: ‘Young and tender is this Sweet Pear-Tree tree/ Do not lop it or knock it/ For 

the Duke of Shao took shelter under it.’ One longs for the man and cares even for his tree; how 

much more should one take pity on the man whose Way he adopts!

���#�g���KLUdedfU��y�Y�PSTU�WSXY��S�U�� 
ST¡¢£¤

Yet another Zuozhuan passage takes its audience’s familiarity with “Gan tang” and its stock in-

terpretation for granted without ever mentioning Kongzi:

Wuzi’s virtue depended on the people, just as the people of Zhou longed for the Duke of Shao. 

If they cared for his sweet pear-tree, how much more [do the people care for Wuzi’s] son?. 

¥"]¦§oU¨�T]P�`©YWSKLU�S"¡Y££

Notice the way in which this passage echoes the “Shilun” strip #15 with the phrases “longed for

the Duke of Shao” (si Shao gongP�`) and “cared for his sweet pear-tree” (ai qi gan tangW

SKL). With substitutions of Shao gong for ren T and gan tang for shu X , this is an even

more specific and concrete version of strip #15. In a memorial submitted at the beginning of

Aidi’sª« reign (7–1 BCE), Liu Xin�¬ (46 BCE–23 CE) also makes no mention of Kongzi

when he quotes “Gan tang” and applies the strip #15 “Gan tang” comment to argue against abol-

ishing Emperor Wu’s ancestral temple: 

The Ode says: ‘Young and tender is this Sweet Pear-Tree tree/ Do not lop it or knock it/ For 

the Duke of Shao took shelter under it.’ If in longing for the man one cares even for his tree, 

how could one venerate a man’s Way yet demolish his temple?

#�g���KLUddfU_�y�Y�PST�WSXU�mS��®Sn

21. Ding gong 9 (Chunqiu Zuozhuan zhu 4.1572).

22. Xiang gong 14 (Chunqiu Zuozhuan zhu 3.1010).
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Moving into the Eastern Han, the great commentator Zheng Xuan�° (127–200 CE) leaves the

“Shilun” strip #24 saying unattributed in his late Eastern Han commentary on “Gan tang”: “The

people were covered by [the Duke of Shao’s] virtue and they rejoiced in his transforming influ-

ence; they longed for the man and respected his tree” (±T²S¦UwS³vPSTUVS

XY).24,25

Given this context, the Kongzi jiayu’s attribution of the strip #15 saying to Kongzi begins

to look like an outlier, and the “Shilun” author’s handling begins to look like the mainstream po-

sition. Why, then, does the Kongzi jiayu attribute both the “Gan tang” comment and its elabora-

tion to Kongzi? Assuming that the compiler(s) of the Kongzi jiayu had access to some version of

the “Shilun,” the similarity between the strip #15 and #24 comments might have led the compil-

er(s) to credit Kongzi with both versions. In the Western Han, when scholars were becoming in-

creasingly interested in compiling (Lunyu) and rationalizing (Sima Qian’s >%? “Kongzi shi-

jia” !"@, and “Zhongni dizi liezhuan” ABC"DE chapters in the Shiji ´/) Kongzi

lore, a compiler might be forgiven for preserving previously unattributed material as Kongzi’s

own words.

23. Hanshu 73.3127.

24. Shi sanjia yi jishu #µ,¶·¸ (comp. Wang Xianqian ¹º») p. 86

25. Two other texts, the Shangshu dazhuan ¼½¾¿ (SBCK 3/3b) and Hanshi waizhuan ÀÁÂE
(SBCK 3/7b), contain a distant cousin of the “Gan tang” saying that is not connected to either “Gan tang”

or Kongzi. The Hanshi waizhuan version reads as follows: “Taigong said [to King Wu]: ‘Loving a man

means loving the crows on his roof; hating a person means detesting the walls of his village” (Ã`(g
WSTURÄÅÆv{ST|UÇS!È).
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But the question still remains: what about the strip #24 saying warrants its attribution to

Kongzi?

Resolving the paradox

An examination of these “Shilun” parallels may not answer all of the questions prompted by the

“Sweet Pear-Tree” paradox, but a comparison with these other texts is still helpful insofar as it

highlights the distinctiveness of the “Shilun” strip #24 version. Therein lies one possible solution

to the paradox. Not only is the strip #24 version significantly longer than the strip #15 version, it

also operates at a higher level of abstraction. The first such clue is the phrase “people’s nature

was ever thus” (min xing guranopGq), which clarifies the relationship between “Gan tang”

and everything that follows that phrase.26 The choice of xing p (“nature”) is also noteworthy

given the mid- to late Warring States debates over the nature of human nature. The second is the

use of the word bit, whose insertion creates a general rule or maxim out of the more situation-

specific version in strip #15 (“when [people] greatly esteem the man they invariably respect his

position” [rsSTUtVSu] versus “‘Gan tang’ longs for the man and respects and cares

for his tree” [OPQRSTUVWSX]). Also notice that opGq is repeated three times

26. Chen Tongsheng (2004, pp. 68–69) argues that this phrase is actually an interpolation by the “Shilun”

author into Kongzi’s comment on “Gan tang,” and he cites as evidence the fact that the “Shilun” is the

only extant or excavated text to add opGq to a Kongzi “Gan tang” comment. However, in making

this argument Chen lumps together the unattributed strip #15 comment and the more abstract strip #24

comment without noticing their different registers, and he also relies on a late Western Han text — the

Shuiyuan — to separate the authentic sections from the interpolation. As I argue below, attention to the

subtle differences among these different versions of the “Gan tang” comment makes it much harder to

dismiss opGq as an interpolation.
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andt five times throughout the extended Kongzi quotation that begins with strip #16 and ends

with #27, but neither appears elsewhere in the “Shilun.”27 Finally, the strip #24 version also re-

places shuX (“tree”) with weiu (“[official] position”), a metaphorical extension from “tree” to

the idea of “where one plants oneself” or “where one takes one stand,” i.e., one’s official posi-

tion. Also significant is that way that Kongzi extracts the core structure of the saying to generate

a new parallel saying which has no precedent in the received literature: “when [people] delight in

the man they are invariably fond of his actions” (wSTUtxSyzY). He also extends the

application of the saying to include the opposite case: “when [people] hate the man it is also thus

[i.e., they do not respect his position and they are not fond of his actions]” ({ST|}qY).

The end result is a far more intellectually sophisticated and rhetorically integrated version of the

eight-character line from strip #15.

Not coincidentally, Kongzi’s comments on three other “Bangfeng”ÉÊ odes in the same

section of the “Shilun” — “Ge tan” ËÌ (“The Cloth-Plant Spreads”), “Mu gua” ÍÎ (“A

Quince”), and “Di du” ÏÐ (“Tall Pear-Tree”) — follow the same pattern, with a similarly

structured saying following the phrase min xing guranopGq: “when [people] see something

beautiful they invariably wish to trace it back to its root” (~SÑUtÒÓSÔ) for “Ge tan”;

“hidden thoughts will invariably find some means of expression” (SÕJUtÖ^i×kØb)

for “Mu gua”; “when [people] cleave to what they care for they invariably say, ‘How can I aban-

don this?’” (ÙSyWUt(hÚÛ]) for “Di du.” For “Mu gua” in particular, the relation-

27. This is section two in both Huang Huaixin’s and Li Xueqin’s reconstructions. For a translation of the

latter, see Jiang Guanghui 2008.
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ship between the Kongzi comment and an unattributed comment from strip #19 closely parallels

the difference between the two “Gan tang” comments:

(strip #19): In “Mu gua” there are hidden wishes that are not yet realized.28

MÍÎNÖÜÝ�ÞlßbY

(strip #20): [Kongzi said, “...] In ‘Mu gua’ I obtain the indispensability of money and silk. 

People’s nature was ever thus: hidden intentions will find some means of expression. Either 

the words convey [a intention of friendship] which is then accepted, or a friendship is 

established after a gift is given. Others cannot interfere [in this custom]....”

OMÍÎNUlQàá]�6âbYopGqgSÕJUtÖ^i×kØbYSãÖy
ä�åæiçkUèé]�êëUT�6ìbY

Once again, Kongzi takes the specific situation depicted in an ode and transforms it into a uni-

versal principle.

Considered together with the Zuozhuan parallels hinting that the strip #15 “Gan tang”

saying circulated independently of Kongzi in the Warring States period, the foregoing analysis

leads me to conclude that the “Shilun” author most definitely did not consider Kongzi the source

of the “Gan tang” saying. I believe that the “Shilun” author quotes Kongzi not for the content of

the saying but for its elaboration and integration in a rhetorically sophisticated sequence of simi-

larly elaborated and integrated Shi lore. By including both versions of the “Gan tang” saying, the

“Shilun” author appeals to Kongzi as a source of wisdom that comes after both the Shi and an

earlier layer of commentary. In terms of their content, the wisdom that is on display in the

Kongzi comments is of a limited sort, a simple generalization from the concrete situation of strip

#15 to the abstraction of strip #24. Thus it would seem that Kongzi teaches his audience not what

28. This translation is adapted from Jiang Guanghui 2008, p. 52.
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to think about the Shi, but how to demonstrate what has already been learned through abstrac-

tion, rhetorical embellishment, and extended application.

Kongzi as Distiller and Elaborator (but not Originator) of Wisdom

Admittedly, this is a lot to hang on the analysis of one set of Kongzi sayings in a single fragmen-

tary text of dubious origin. In this section I examine a few Kongzi comments from other pre-Han

texts, specifically, the Zuozhuan and Lüshi chunqiu, in an effort to show that the Kongzi of the

“Gan tang” saying is by no means unique to the “Shilun.” Two types of Kongzi material in par-

ticular show a Kongzi abstracting rhetorically sophisticated comments from pre-existing sources

in a manner similar to the “Gan tang” comments. The first involves the use of Kongzi comments

to cap historical anecdotes, comments typically prefaced by some variation of the phrase

“Kongzi learned of this and said” (!"í](). The second is the surprisingly large subset of

Kongzi sayings in which Kongzi explicitly or implicitly restyles and reapplies a pre-existing say-

ing. Here, too, the word wení (“hear” or “learn of”) often signals that Kongzi himself was not

the original source of the material being repeated.

It must also be noted that the corpus of extant Kongzi material is far more diverse than

this very limited discussion would suggest. Looking beyond the “Shilun” to the rest of the

Shanghai Museum bamboo text collection, one finds a very different Kongzi in the “Min zhi

fumu”o]îï, “Zigao”"*, “Zhongong”Að, and “Lu bang da han”ñÉ¾ò texts. From

the perspective of the Lunyu, this is a more familiar Kongzi whom others engage in dialogue on

various topics. Of these texts, only “Min zhi fumu” might be considered a proper commentary
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insofar as it has Kongzi discussing on a line from the “Jiong zhuo” óô ode. Because it is not

immediately clear to me what, if anything, ties these various Kongzis together, for present pur-

poses I shall leave these other Kongzis aside to focus on the “Shilun” Kongzi and his parallels.

Most texts that invoke Kongzi do so without commenting on the function of the Kongzi

quotations within those texts, but the following passage from the Lüshi chunqiu comes very close

to offering an explicit comment on Kongzi’s role in pre-Han rhetoric:

A man of Chu who had lost his bow and was unwilling to search for it said, “A man of Chu 

lost it and a man of Chu will find it, so why should I search for it?” When Confucius learned 

of this, he said, “Omit ‘Chu’ and the comment will be proper.” When Lao Dan learned of this, 

he said, “Omit ‘a man’ and it will be proper.” Thus, it was Lao Dan who attained perfect 

impartiality.

õTÖöð|U��÷øU(g�õTö]UõTl]Uùúø©¯�!"í](g
�âS�õ��6\Y�ûüí](g�âS�T��6\Y�aûüýþ`\Y29

I have encountered no better example of the use of Kongzi to create more abstract and memo-

rable sayings out of pre-existing material. In the “Gan tang” example, Kongzi generates abstrac-

tion through elaboration, but here he takes the opposite approach and eliminates words to

achieve the same effect. Gong`, which can be translated as “impartial,” “common,” or “gener-

al,” is an altogether appropriate choice of words in this context. Read back into the “Shilun”

Kongzi comments, gong also aptly characterizes the kind of generalization Kongzi performs on

the strip #15 comment. As the addition of the even more abstract and “impartial” Laozi comment

demonstrates, this strategy was by no means unique to Kongzi comments, and sayings attributed

to other early masters may have fulfilled a similar function. That Kong! [*khô!!] and gong`

29. For the translation and source, see Knoblock & Riegel 2000, p. 71 (1/4.2).
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[*kô!] are near homophones further suggests that Laozi has “out-Kongzi-ed” Kongzi in this

anecdote.30

The Kongzi comment that caps the following Lüshi chunqiu anecdote is striking for the

way that it extracts a single nine-character phrase from a 106-character story: 

A man from Chu named Ci Fei obtained a precious sword at Gansui. On his way home, he had 

to ford the Yangzi and at midstream a pair of scaly flood-dragons closely encircled his boat. 

Ci Fei said to the boatman, “When you have in the past seen these two scaly flood-dragons 

closely encircling your boat, have both the dragons and your passengers survived?”

“I have never seen them before,” answered the boatman. Ci Fei then laid bare his arms 

and pulled up his clothes. Drawing out his sword, he declared, “This body of mine may 

become rotting flesh and decaying bones floating in the Yangzi, but if by losing my sword I 

keep myself intact, why should I begrudge its loss?” He thereupon jumped into the river, 

stabbed the scaly flood-dragons and, when he had killed them, climbed back aboard the boat. 

All the passengers survived.

When the king of Chu heard about his exploit, he knighted Ci Fei “holder of the jade 

baton.” When Confucius learned about it, he said, “Excellent indeed! Not worrying about 

becoming rotting flesh and decaying bones or the risk of losing his sword — does this not 

refer to Ci Fei!”

õÖÿ!|Ul"#$ì%U&Ó'(Uþj)*UÖ+,-.S/Yÿ!01T(g
�"2~+,./3+4|¡¯�/T(g�Þ]~bY�ÿ!56789"#(g
�:()];<=>bY?#^@AUBÚW©¢�jCD(E,UF]�GÅ/U1
)]THl4Yõ¹í]UI]JKY!"í](g�LMN¢�^;<=>�?#
|USÿ!]0¡¯�31

Notice that Kongzi does not introduce any new terms or concepts to elucidate the moral of the

story, and that almost every single word in the comment can already be found in the Lüshi chun-

qiu anecdote. All he has done is to select and rearrange the words into a pithy, encapsulating for-

mulation. The use of the phrase “does this not refer to Ci Fei?” (Sÿ!]0¡), and particularly

30. See Schuessler 2007 for these reconstructions

31. Knoblock & Riegel 2000, pp. 518–519 (20/3.2).
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the word wei0, also establishes these nine characters as an independent saying in its own right

that can now be applied to other situations.

One of the more famous Kongzi comments from the Zuozhuan also builds on a pre-exist-

ing saying in a manner reminiscent of the “Gan tang” Kongzi comment:

Zhongni said, “There is a record that says, ‘the words are to be adequate to what is on the 

person’s mind, and the patterning is to be adequate to the words.’ If a person does not use 

language, who will know what is on his mind? And if the language lacks patterning, it will not 

go far. When Jin was hegemon Zheng’s invasion of Chen would not have been successful had 

its words had not been patterned. Heed your words!”

AB(gJÖ]gã^OJUI^OãY�ãPQSJ¯ã]RIUS��TYUz
�U�VWY!IX�zYYZXN¢32

Once again, one struggles to pinpoint what it is that Kongzi contributes to the original saying be-

yond its rhetorical elaboration and application to a new context. The question �ãPQSJ¯

simply rephrases the first four characters of the source text, and the two parallel tetrametric

phrases (ã]RIUS��T ) reworks the second four characters. And for anyone who fails to

grasp the gist of the comment, Kongzi inserts a pithy and punchy yet redundant conclusion that

summarizes everything that came before: “Heed your words!” (shen ci zaiZXN). Here we also

see a rather different elaboration strategy compared to our earlier examples. Whereas the

“Shilun” and the first Lüshi chunqiu passage have Kongzi extracting general comments from

specific situations, here the Zuozhuan shows Kongzi beginning with a sufficiently abstract or

gong` maxim and applying it to a concrete situation. Whether working from specific to general

32. Xiang gong 25 (Chunqiu Zuozhuan zhu 3.1106); translation adapted from Owen 1992, p. 29.
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or general to specific applications, such Kongzi comments function both as filters of received

wisdom and as settings for the skillful reperformance of that wisdom.

In these passages from the Lüshi chunqiu and the Zuozhuan, Kongzi’s comments function

as discrete comments (zhuan E) on core texts (jing [) of unknown provenance. For situating

the “Shilun” Kongzi comments within a much larger tradition of canonical commentary, and for

understanding the different types of Kongzi yue/zi yue comments and their relation to a core

canonical tradition, a more appropriate model may be the Zhouyi �\ . The thirty zi yue "(

comments scattered throughout the Ten Wings (shi yi]^) of the received Zhouyi, not to men-

tion the zi yue commentary texts discovered at Mawangdui, appear to stand in a similar relation

to the core Yi\ texts as Kongzi’s “Shilun” comments stand to the Shi;33 in both cases, Kongzi’s

comments are at least two steps removed from the classic itself. In particular, the zi yue "(

comments recorded in the wenyanIã to the qian_ ! hexagram, another text that integrates a

series of zi yue statements into a systematic commentary on the qian hexagram line statements,

offer a number of parallels with the “Shilun” elaboration of the “Gan tang” saying. One sign of

convergence between these two texts is a striking (yet perhaps superficial) resemblance between

the “Shilun” strip #1 and a line from the wenyan:

(“Shilun” strip #1): How could one who practices this not become a true king?

"""""""""""""""""""""""S:|USÖ�¹¡Y

(Wenyan [SBCK 1/2a-2b): “Fundamentality” is the leader of goodness. “Prevalence” is the 

coincidence of beauty. “Fitness” is coalescence with righteousness. “Constancy” is the very 

trunk of human affairs. The noble man embodies benevolence sufficient to be a leader of men, 

33. This assumes that the anonymous “Master” (zi ") is the same figure as the Kongzi of the “Shilun.”
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and the coincidence of beauty in him is sufficient to make men live in accordance with 

propriety. He engenders fitness in people sufficient to keep them in harmony with 

righteousness, and his constance is firm enough to serve as the trunk for human affairs. The 

noble man is someone who practices these four virtues. This is why it says: “Qian consists of 

fundamentality, prevalence, fitness, and constancy.”34

`|M]abvb|c]dbve|¶]fbvg|h]ibY�"jkUO^aTv
cdO^lmvenO^f¶vgGO^ihY�"S:o¦|Ua(_`begY

Divining the precise referent of ci: (“this”) in the “Shilun” is impossible given the fragmentary

nature of the text, but if the parallel with the wenyan is any guide, the section to whichS:|U

SÖ�¹¡ belongs likely describes the promise of the text for those who master its content.

More significant is the way that the Master expands upon, and specifies the referent for, enigmat-

ic line statements, as in the following passage:

The first yang says: “A submerged dragon does not act.” What does this mean? The Master 

says: “This refers to one who has a dragon’s virtue yet remains hidden. He neither changes to 

suit the world nor seeks fulfillment in fame. He hides from the world but does not regret it, 

and though this fails to win approval, he is not sad. When he takes delight in the world, he is 

active in it, and when he finds it distresses him, he turns his back on it. He who is resolute in 

his unwillingness to be uprooted, this is a submerged dragon.”

pq(grsd�Yú0b¯"(gs¦�Õ|bY�\¡@U�t¡uUv@RwU

�~C�RwUxýS]Uyýz]U{¡S�69UrsbY35

One can easily imagine an alternate version of the “Shilun” text in which the strip #15 saying is

followed by the prompt “what does this refer to?” (ú0b ) and Kongzi’s elaborated comment.

But the comparison with the “Shilun” is not a perfect one, for nowhere in the “Shilun” does

Kongzi elucidate individual lines from the Shi. However, as in Kongzi’s “Gan tang” comment

34. Lynn 1994, p. 130.

35. Translation from Lynn 1994, p. 132. Chen Tongsheng (2004, p. 60) also compares the “Shilun”

Kongzi comments with the wenyan to the qian hexagram and the Xici to suggest that Kongzi yue

statements represent “the principal form of an early stage of pre-Qin ru canonical commentary” (º|+
,}~�[8����). 
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and the other comments discussed above, here Kongzi generalizes (gong `) the application of

the enigmatic hexagram statement so that “submerged dragon” (qian long rs) comes to refer

to any virtuous man who is “hidden” (yin Õ ) to the world. In Wang Bi’s ¹� words, “This

entire section uses the affairs of men to clarify what is meant” (:��@^Th�]bY).36

The “Shilun” also appears to share with the received Zhouyi a shared commentarial

hermeneutics evident in the saying at “Shilun” strip #1 and two zi yue statements from the re-

ceived Xici zhuan �XE:

(“Shilun” strip #1:) Kongzi said, “Shi have no hidden intentions; Music37 has no hidden 

emotions; patterned expression has no hidden words.” 

!"(g#�iRkÕJUx�iRkÕ�UI�iRkÕãY

(Xici zhuan shang:) The Master said, “Writing does not completely express one’s words, and 

words do not completely express one’s meaning. This being the case, is the meaning of the 

sages undiscernable?” The Master said, “The sages established the figures [i.e. the hexagrams] 

to completely express their meaning; they set forth the hexagrams to completely express what 

is and what can be made to be; and they appended phrases to completely express their words” 

"(g½��ãUã���Uqý�T]�US�6~¡¯"(g�T��^��U�
�^���U�X^�SãY

A number of editors have proposed rearrangements of the “Shilun” text since Ma Chengyuan

published the very first reconstruction in 2001. Whether or not the strip numbered #1 by Ma

Chengyuan truly belongs at the head of the text, its placement there seems reasonable given that

the idea expressed in this saying lays the theoretical groundwork for Shi interpretation just as the

zi yue comments in the Xici zhuan licenses that text’s interpretation of the Yi hexagrams. But the

36. SBCK 1/4a; for the translation, see Lynn 1994, p. 140.

37. Here I follow Scott Cook’s suggestion in his translation of the “Yue ji” x/ (“Record of Music”)

(1995, p. 21–22) to capitalize “Music” (yue x) in contrast with less morally edifying “music” (yin �). 
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“Shilun” takes this idea one step further than the Xici zhuan by using the figure of Kongzi to

prove the readability of the Shi, specifically, in those Kongzi comments that make use of the

first-person pronoun wuh. In the “In X I obtain Y” (h^ijkMX#NlY) formula that in-

troduces Kongzi’s “Gan tang” comment, and in the sequence of Kongzi comments that begins

“’Wan qiu’: I praise it” M��NhM]Y ) on strips #21, 22, & 6,38 Kongzi demonstrates the

interpretive mastery to which the “Shilun” audience subsequently has access, and his perfor-

mance in the “Shilun” licenses others to approach these texts with a similar confidence. 

Conclusion

Let us return to the assumption with which I opened the paper. Does the “Shilun” author’s use of

Kongzi yue comments indicate a strong ideological commitment to a Kongzi school of thought?

Was that commitment so great that he simply transmitted his master’s teachings to his audience,

teachings that had been passed down generation after generation by similarly devoted disciples?

While nothing in this paper completely disproves that possibility, I believe that this analysis of

the “Gan tang” comments in the “Shilun” renders it far less plausible. The available evidence

points to a far more dynamic picture, one in which Kongzi yue/zi yue statements were used to

generate new layers of commentary that integrated older material into new contexts. I would

even go so far as to question whether the “Shilun” Kongzi comments are “teachings” in the nor-

38. See Huang Huaixin 2004, pp. 282–315, for a cogent discussions of the significance of this formula

and its parallels in the early received literature, particularly in the Kong congzi !�".
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mal sense of the word (although the “Shilun” itself may have been intended as a teaching text).

As a close analysis of Kongzi’s “Gan tang” comments shows, the Kongzi that emerges from

these passages is the master of a derivative wisdom. The “Shilun” author cites Kongzi not to

guarantee the source of those comments, but to demonstrate the masterful elaboration of an early

layer of anonymous Shi commentary. Given this context, I doubt that either the “Shilun” author

or his audience was much bothered by the “Sweet Pear-Tree” paradox. For the author of the

“Shilun,” citing Kongzi was simply a useful way “to speak intelligibly and with authority” when

he reworked an inherited tradition of Shi material.39 For the audience of the “Shilun,” the interest

of the text likely lay not in what it said about the Shi, but in how it said it.
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